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ART  

PAPER 4 

Original Imaginative Composition in Colour 

This paper is to be given to the candidates one week in advance. 

(Maximum Marks: 100) 

 (Time allowed: Three hours)  
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INSTRUCTIONS 

You are required to make an original composition based on any aspect of one of the  

subjects given below. 

Before starting work, take careful note of the following instructions (a), (b) and (c). 

(a) You must on no account copy or base your composition on any picture you have seen.   

Failure to observe this direction may lead to disqualification. 

(b)    Your picture should fill, or approximately fill, your sheet of paper. 

(c)    Except for the number of the question, your unique identification number (UID) and 

index number, you must not write on the front of your picture.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Select any one of the following topics stating its number: 

1. A cyclone warning has been given by the government. People, (in any walk of life you 

imagine) are hastily winding their tasks to rush home to safety. 

2. A scuffle has broken out outside the ticket booth of a cinema hall. Someone has called the 

police. Tempers are high. 

3. A Science experiment is taking place in the chemistry laboratory of your school. Some 

students are successful, but some are heading for a disaster. 

4. Shooting of a film is being held on the street with one or two famous actors. There is 

excitement in the air as everyone is trying to catch a glimpse of their favourite actors. 

5. A music competition is on in your school.  A music group is getting ready behind the scenes 

tuning their instruments and arranging their paraphernalia. 
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